We compare the growth dynamics of the three n-alkanes C 36 H 74 , C 40 H 82 , and C 44 H 90 on SiO 2 using real-time and in situ energy-dispersive x-ray reflectivity. All molecules investigated align in an upright-standing orientation on the substrate and exhibit a transition from layer-by-layer growth to island growth after about 4 monolayers under the conditions employed. Simultaneous fits of the reflected intensity at five distinct points in reciprocal space show that films formed by longer n-alkanes roughen faster during growth. This behavior can be explained by a chain-length dependent height of the Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier. Further x-ray diffraction measurements after growth indicate that films consisting of longer n-alkanes also incorporate more lying-down molecules in the top region. While the results reveal behavior typical for chain-like molecules, the findings can also be useful for the optimization of organic field effect transistors where smooth interlayers of n-alkanes without coexistence of two or more molecular orientations are required.
I. INTRODUCTION
Because of their simple structure linear alkanes (n-alkanes) have frequently been used as model systems for carbon based chain-like molecules to study their behavior at varying temperatures or specific interfaces. [1] [2] [3] In addition to that, n-alkane films are technologically relevant as protective layers and lubricants in numerous applications ranging from medicine to molecular electronics. 4, 5 It is possible to control, for instance, the wettability and chemical reactivity of surfaces using self-assembled monolayers (ML) of n-alkane derivatives such as alkanethiols. 6, 7 In the case of molecular electronic devices, small structural changes within one layer can result in drastically different electronic properties of the surrounding layers. For example, recently a passivation layer of n-tetratetracontane (C 44 H 90 ) helped to remove electron traps on a silicon oxide surface and therefore increased the charge carrier mobility of an organic field effect transistor by one order of magnitude. 5, 8 Experiments in the past have shown that even minimal changes of the chain-length of n-alkanes can lead to large changes of molecular orientation and completely different thermodynamic behavior. Rotator phases have been found, 9, 10 i.e., n-alkanes with certain chain-lengths undergo first-order phase transitions upon heating. Another example is the oddeven effect, 11, 12 where monolayers of n-alkanes adsorb in specific geometries on substrates and have different boiling points depending on whether they have an odd or even number of carbon chain segments. a) Electronic mail: stefan.kowarik@physik.hu-berlin.de.
While in the regime of shorter n-alkanes (carbon number n ≤ 22), it has been observed that molecules with less carbon atoms form a more disordered molecular structure, less is known about the multilayer ordering behavior of n-alkanes with medium length (36 ≤ n ≤ 50). Parameters such as the persistence length and the intramolecular degrees of freedom of the molecules are supposed to play a major role in the film growth process of longer and thus more flexible n-alkanes. 13, 14 We use three different n-alkanes (C n H 2n+2 : = C n ) shown in Figure 1 (a), with even carbon numbers, namely, n-hexatriacontane (C 36 H 74 ), n-tetracontane (C 40 H 82 ), and n-tetratetracontane (C 44 H 90 ) to study the influence of chain-length on molecular growth and thin film structure.
While the system has been studied as a model for wetting and dewetting, we emphasise that growth is a kinetic process with a multitude of physical processes happening at the same time. In this case, we are in particular interested in the role of interlayer-transport of molecules in the roughening regime. Interlayer-transport denotes the process of molecules hopping from one layer into the next lower layer during organic thin film growth (see Figure 1(c) ). This process can either be governed by the diffusivity of molecules or by the height of the energy barrier that molecules have to overcome when hopping from one into another layer (Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier, [15] [16] [17] Figure 1(b)). Optical and x-ray real-time methods are particularly suited to monitor the growth dynamics such as transitions in growth mode, interlayer-transport, and roughening, since the growth of organic thin films usually is a non-equilibrium process. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] After the growth process has stopped, many organic systems undergo structural changes, for example, dewetting.
FIG. 1. (a)
Atomic structure of n-tetratetracontane (C 44 ), n-tetracontane (C 40 ), and n-hexatriacontane (C 36 ). (b) Sketch of the Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier for the case of a single molecule diffusing across a layer of upright standing molecules. E Diff denotes the diffusion barrier that molecules have to overcome when moving from one spot to another spot nearby within the same layer, E B marks the step-edge barrier that molecules have to overcome when diffusing from one layer into the next lower layer. The EhrlichSchwoebel barrier is then defined as the difference E ES = E B − E Diff . (c) Illustration of the growth process. θ 1 , θ 2 , and θ 3 denote the layer coverage of the first, the second, and the third layer. ξ 2 denotes the feeding zone of the second layer, and ν 1 describes the downhill-transport of molecules from the second into the first layer.
In this work, we show that in the case of n-alkanes on SiO 2 , a smaller interlayer-transport leads to a greater roughness of the final film. Films consisting of longer molecules exhibit faster roughening in multilayer growth. While all three films mainly consist of upright standing molecules (σ -orientation), a chain-length dependent amount of lyingdown molecules (λ-orientation) is found within the upper region of each film. The x-ray measurements point to the fact that longer molecules form a higher percentage of λ-orientation.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
The alkanes n-hexatriacontane, n-tetracontane, and ntetratetracontane were bought from Sigma Aldrich with an analytical standard purity grade (Supelco). The films were grown under high vacuum conditions (pressure within chamber ≤10 −7 mbar) on silicon (100) wafers covered by native SiO 2 . The substrates were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath in three steps, first using acetone, then 2-propanol (>99.9%), and finally ultrapure water.
The molecules were evaporated from a Knudsen cell attached above the substrate. 25 The growth rate was set to 10 Å/min as monitored by a crystal quartz microbalance. In the case of C 44 , the growth rate of the first two monolayers dropped temporarily below 3 Å/min, but during the growth of the second monolayer it was increased and stabilized to 10 Å/min again. The substrate temperature was measured at two spots inside and outside the sample holder and was set to 34
• C (average of temperatures at both spots). It is known that structural rearrangements can occur already below the melting temperature for n-alkanes. 26 In the case of the shortest molecule C 36 , such effects have been observed only for temperatures above 60
• C (T m ≈ 80 • C). Therefore, while we cannot rule out that they contribute to some extent, these premelting effects should not have a significant influence on the structure at 35
• C. The real-time x-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements were performed using a portable UHV chamber 27 at the BESSY II synchrotron source at the energy-dispersive reflectivity (EDR) beamline. 28 The technique of energy dispersive detection makes it possible to measure the x-ray reflectivity within a wide q-range without moving the sample and can thus provide good temporal resolution. 29, 30 The white synchrotron x-ray beam (5-30 keV) was reflected on the sample and detected by an energy dispersive Roentec Xflash 1000 detector that provided an energy resolution of about 200 eV. The time-resolution of about 30 s was limited by the intensity of the scattered signal needed for a signal-to-noise ratio of >100. The angle of incidence was set to 0.386
• . At this fixed angle of incidence, the monolayer-Bragg reflection (002) of C 36 can be found at a photon energy of 19.6 keV, while in the case of C 40 , the (002)-Bragg reflection appears at 17.7 keV and for C 44 at 16.2 keV. In this way, it was possible to use simultaneously photon energies between 8 and 20 keV that provided the highest flux to monitor the region between the monolayeranti-Bragg point and the monolayer-Bragg-point in the reciprocal space.
In order to measure a wide energy interval of reflected x-rays with a single x-ray detector simultaneously, we had to adapt the energy spectrum and the intensity of the incoming beam by attenuators made of aluminum. 28 The reflectivity data were normalized for each set of absorbers with the corresponding spectrum of the direct beam. After the real-time runs, the samples were checked for x-ray beam damage by comparing the reflectivity at pristine and exposed spots. Deviations of less than 1% were visible so that we conclude that our results are not significantly influenced by beam damage within our accuracy. The XRR and grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXD) measurements of the final film structure were performed on a lab based diffractometer with a Cu-K α rotating anode source. The angle of incidence was set to 0.17
• for the GIXD measurements and the vertical gap of the detector slits gave an acceptance angle of α f < 1
• . Post-growth atomic force microscopy (AFM) images were measured in tapping mode with a JPK Nanowizard II.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The as-grown structure for films of thicknesses between 90 and 120 nm has been investigated with XRR and GIXD (see Figure 2 (b)). All three n-alkanes show similar in-plane unit cell structures whereas the out-of-plane lattice spacing differs depending on the length of the molecules, indicating mainly upright-standing molecules with respect to the substrate surface. According to the literature, 2, 31 coexistence of an orthorhombic (a = 4.96 Å, b = 7.42 Å, c = 95.14 Å, α = β = γ = 90
• ) and a monoclinic unit cell (a = 5.572 Å, b = 7.420 Å, c = 45.93 Å, α = β = 90
• , β = 113 • ) has been observed for C 36 , while only orthorhombic unit cells • ) thus far. The observed (hk0)-reflections in our GIXD data in Figure 2 (b) would not be consistent with a deviation from the 90
• -angles of an orthorhombic unit cell by more than 3
• . The indexing of the Bragg reflections is in agreement with an orthorhombic Pca2 1 unit cell (see Table I ) as it has been observed before in bulk and on Si(100) for C 36 and shorter molecules. From our data, we cannot directly conclude a double unit cell, but we follow the literature and use the C 36 double unit cell, given in Ref. 31 , which is consistent with our data. The Pca2 1 unit cell consists of two subcells related by a twofold rotation around the c-axis. For the same sterical reasons, we also apply a double unit cell for C 40 and C 44 . In the case of C 40 and C 44 thin films, the symmetry and c-parameter differ from the Pbca bulk unit cell that has been found in literature. 2, 31, 32 The c-axis of our proposed Pca2 1 orthorhombic unit cell equals the height of two monolayers. In this molecular packing structure, the (001) reflection is forbidden and only even-numbered higher order reflections are visible. The Bragg reflection at q z = 1.52(4) Å −1 denoted with (110) λ in the XRR graph also appears at exactly the same position in the in-plane measurement. For C 44 and C 40 , the (002) reflection and its higher orders are also visible in the GIXD graph. Both these findings point to the fact that there must be a co-existing 90
• tilted unit cell that we refer to as the lying-down λ-orientation in contrast to the thermodynamically favorable upright-standing σ -orientation. 33 Both in the XRR and in the GIXD measurements, the Bragg reflections of the λ-orientation are considerably stronger for C 44 than in the case of C 40 and likewise stronger for C 40 than for C 36 (see Figure 2(b) ). Under the assumption that all three molecules have similar molecular form factors this suggests that longer molecules form a higher percentage of λ-orientation. For shorter n-alkanes with chain-lengths between 23 and 27 carbon atoms, this behavior has been observed before. 32 The AFM measurements in combination with GIXD scans using various angles of incidence revealed that the biggest amount of λ-orientation is concentrated in the topmost region of the film. At lower angles of incidence corresponding to a smaller penetration depth into the film, the Bragg reflections of the λ-orientation became more dominant compared to the reflections of the σ -orientation. This indicates that the needle-like structures that can be seen on top of the film in the AFM scans are indeed crystallites of λ-orientated molecules. This result is consistent with theoretical findings by Yamamoto et al. 33 The AFM-height of these crystallites (100-400 nm) indicates that the absolute number of layers with λ-orientated molecules exceeds the number of layers of the σ -orientation. This explains the strong (110) λ Bragg reflections in XRR scans as shown in Figure 2(a) . The AFM scans shown in Figure 2 (c) confirm the findings from the xray data and show that C 44 forms indeed the highest percentage of λ-orientation while C 36 forms the lowest percentage of λ-orientation of the three compared alkanes.
From x-ray rocking scans at the (110) λ reflection, we can conclude that the λ-orientation consists of crystallites with a high mosaicity (FWHM ≫ 1
• ) as compared to the σ -orientation that exhibits a very low mosaicity in the order of the substrate width (FWHM of (002)-reflection < 0.03
• ). 34 It has been proposed that the higher mobility of shorter n-alkanes makes it easier for them to crystallize into the thermodynamically more favorable σ -orientation. Time-resolved x-ray measurements during growth allow us to follow the growth dynamics and thereby can help to support this conjecture or yield alternative explanations. The suitability of measuring the x-ray reflectivity at the so called anti-Bragg point J. Chem. Phys. in reciprocal space to study layer-by-layer growth has been demonstrated for several organic systems. 18, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] Layer interference leads to temporal oscillations of the reflected intensity during layer-by-layer growth. 39, 40 This can be seen directly from the equation for the reflected intensity I reflected (t), as calculated in kinematic approximation
A substrate (q z ): substrate scattering amplitude, f(q z ): molecular form factor, ϕ(q z ): phase between substrate and ad-layer scattering, n: layer number, θ n : fractional coverage of the nthlayer, q z : x-ray wavevector transfer upon reflection, and d: lattice spacing within the crystalline thin film perpendicular to the substrate surface. Figure 3 shows the temporal evolution of the x-ray reflectivity of C 36 , C 40 , and C 44 . In the following, q Bragg denotes the monolayer-Bragg point at q z = 0.111 Å −1 for C 36 , q z = 0.121 Å −1 for C 40 , and q z = 0.134 Å −1 for C 44 . The monolayer-anti-Bragg point equals the (001)-Bragg-point of the proposed Pca2 1 unit cell whose long c-axis equals the height of two monolayers. Since the (001) reflection is forbidden, no additional scattering intensity from the (001) reflection is observed during the measurement of the anti-Bragg oscillations. From the damping of the intensity oscillations at the monolayer-anti-Bragg point (1/2 q Bragg ) after 4 ML one can conclude the occurrence of a transition from layer-bylayer growth to island growth accompanied by roughening, which is typical for Stranski-Krastanov growth of organic molecules. As the growth proceeds, Laue oscillations develop in the region between the anti-Bragg and Bragg point, indicating a good degree of coherent ordering across the full film thickness. When the temporal intensity oscillations of all three molecules are compared, a chain-length dependence for the growth behavior can be found. In particular, the growth oscillations of the longest molecule C 44 are damped more than the oscillations of C 36 and C 40 , e.g., in the case of C 40 four oscillations are visible at 2/3 q Bragg while there are only two or three oscillations for C 44 . This suggests that films consisting of the longest molecule C 44 exhibit the fastest roughening.
The quantitative evaluation of real-time x-ray data requires the use of a model describing the growth process to determine the temporal evolution of the layer coverage θ n (t) in Eq. (1). Numerous models have been developed over the last several decades to describe the growth of thin films. 41, 42 In contrast to some of the simpler layer-coverage-based models, the growth model developed by Trofimov et al. [43] [44] [45] [46] allows us, within the assumptions of the model, to extract real, physical parameters such as the ratio of molecular diffusivity to the incident flux of molecules and facilitates comparison of experimental data with theoretical predictions. The main assumptions of the Trofimov model are as follows. Complete condensation of evaporated molecules on the surface is assumed (no re-evaporation from the surface). Islands consisting of two or more molecules are assumed to be stable and immobile (only single molecules can diffuse). Furthermore, uphill-transport, long-range interactions, and multilayer diffusion, e.g., molecules diffusing directly from the 3rd into the 1st layer, are excluded. In this way, the amount of parameters needed to describe the growth and nucleation process can be reduced significantly. In this work, we apply the Trofimov model to fit the x-ray reflectivity simultaneously at 5 distinct points of reciprocal space, namely, at 1/2 q Bragg , 2/3 q Bragg , 3/4 q Bragg , 4/5 q Bragg , and q Bragg (see Figure 3(b) ).
As we are concerned only with out-of-plane structure, we use a simplified version of the original Trofimov model, describing the growth process only via the growth rate R n and the effective critical layer coverage of each layer as shown in Eq. (2)-(4). This version of the Trofimov model has already been successfully applied to the growth of pentacene and diindenoperylene. 47 The critical layer coverage of the nth layer θ n, cr gives the coverage θ n of a layer before the n+1th layer starts to nucleate and grow on top of the nth layer. 48 The feeding zone parameter ξ n marks the size (in units of normalized coverage) of the zone on top of the nth layer where molecules will contribute to nucleation and growth of the n+1th layer as opposed to the region outside the feeding zone where molecules will diffuse over the edge into the nth layer (see Figure 1(c) ),
with the size of the feeding zone given by
The critical layer coverage parameters in Eq. (3) are calculated via
The fit of only the anti-Bragg oscillations is in some cases overdetermined by the seven fit parameters, that is, the fit parameters could be ambiguous. Fitting simultaneously at five distinct points in reciprocal space simultaneously restricts the range of the fit parameters and therefore gives a better estimate. Besides, additional information is contained within the oscillations closer to the Bragg reflection. At 1/2 q Bragg , the oscillations are completely damped after about 4 ML and no information about the growth dynamics beyond that point can be extracted. But at q z -values closer to the Bragg reflection like 4/5 q Bragg the XRR intensity keeps on oscillating, yielding information about the critical layer coverage and growth rate up to thicknesses of 10-20 ML. Two slightly different sticking coefficients for the first monolayer adsorbed directly on the substrate and all subsequent layers have been introduced to take different substrate-molecule and molecule-molecule interaction mechanisms into account, 49 while for C 40 a slightly accelerated growth rate for higher layers has been put into the model to deal with the changing growth oscillation periodicity towards the end of the growth. The layer thickness parameter d in Eq. (1) has been kept constant, that is, the molecular tilt angle is assumed not to change. The fitted layer coverage can be seen in Figure 4 (a), also indicating a stronger layer-by-layer growth behavior in the early stages of the growth. In the later stages of the growth many layers get filled at the same time, indicating island growth and roughening.
For a quantitative comparison of the growth behavior of the three molecules, we compare physical parameters derived from the fitted layer coverage, such as the amount of molecules diffusing from one layer into lower layers during growth. The downhill-transport rate v n (t) = [θ n (t) − ξ n (t)] × R n , shown in Figure 4(b) , describes the amount (in ML) of molecules diffusing from the n + 1th into the nth layer per time interval.
The total amount of molecules diffusing from the n + 1th into the nth layer is shown in the insets in Figure 4(b) . In the case of C 36 and C 40 , a rather small critical layer coverage (<20%) of the first monolayer yields a comparatively small downhill-transport from the second into the first layer. For C 44 , the first two layers grow in a smoother way, indicated by a larger downhill-transport from the second to the first layer. After growth of about 5 ML, the integral downhilltransport of the longer molecules drops below the integral downhill-transport of the shorter molecules. This chain-length dependence becomes even more significant as the growth proceeds. For thicknesses above 10 ML, the integral downhilltransport of C 36 exceeds the integral downhill-transport of C 44 by about 60% (see Figure 4(b) ). This indicates that the length of a molecule is crucial for its interlayer-transport properties, particularly within the roughening regime.
The small critical layer coverage parameters (<0.3) that have been derived for all three molecules indicate a substantial Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier, limiting the downhilltransport probability. 15 The probability of molecules diffusing from the n + 1th layer into the nth layer is in this case related to the Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier E ES as follows:
with A n being a factor depending on the island perimeters and the diffusivity of the molecules. 16, 50, 51 Averaging the timedependent probability of Eq. (5) by integrating from the beginning of the growth of the nth layer t(θ n = 0) to the filling of the n+1th layer t(θ n+1 = 1) and dividing by the time interval makes it possible to simplify the above relation to
where p n denotes the mean downhill-transport probability. According to this, and for film thicknesses above 5 ML, the mean probability of downhill-transport is about 34% for C 36 , 31% for C 40 , and only 28% for the longest molecule, C 44 . While the absolute value for E ES is not easy to establish reliably, we can estimate the differences of E ES between the different chains, namely, C 36 , C 40 , and C 44 , assuming that they can all be similarly well described by our model. Furthermore, we assume that the island perimeters and intra-layer diffusion barriers, and thus the prefactors A n are similar for all three molecules. According to this estimate and for film thicknesses >5 ML, C 40 molecules hopping from one layer into the next lower have to overcome an Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier that exceeds the corresponding Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier of C 36 by about E ES = 2 meV (i.e., E ES (C 40 ) − E ES (C 36 ) = 2 meV), while C 44 molecules have to overcome a barrier that exceeds the barrier of C 36 by approximately E ES = 5 meV (E ES (C 44 ) − E ES (C 36 ) = 5 meV). In other words, in this regime the increase of the Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier per additional carbon atom is of the order of 0.5 meV under the above approximations.
The chain-length dependent downhill-transport and the chain-length dependent percentage of λ-orientation in the top- most region of the film suggest that there might also be a chain-length dependence of the film roughness. The rootmean-square roughness of the film can be calculated directly from the layer coverage as given by the Trofimov model fit via
with θ n (t) being the fractional coverage of the nth layer, d the lattice spacing, andd(t) being the nominal film thickness. 52 In Figure 5 (a), the roughness evolution during thin film growth is shown for all three molecules. C 44 exhibits the smoothest layer-by-layer growth during the first two monolayers, indicated by oscillations of the roughness evolution.
After evaporation of about 4 ML there is a strong increase of roughness. Despite the smooth growth in the beginning, C 44 exhibits by far the fastest roughening after 4 ML, and C 40 roughens faster than C 36 , but the differences between the latter two are within our error bars. Therefore, we conclude that the observed chain-length dependent roughening is a consequence of the chain-length dependent interlayer-transport properties and Ehrlich-Schwoebel barriers. This behavior is different from the corresponding chain-length dependent behavior in the case of small molecules where shorter chains form more disordered structures. In the past, simulations have shown that, indeed, a greater downhill-transport is expected to support layer-by-layer growth while a smaller downhilltransport of molecules probably leads to faster roughening. 35 Nevertheless, in order to get a thorough understanding of the molecular kinetics governing the growth process, additional real-time studies are required, e.g., measurements of the inplane island perimeters, performed at different temperatures, to determine reliable absolute values of E ES .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A comparative real-time and in situ growth study of the three n-alkanes C 36 , C 40 , and C 44 on SiO 2 has been performed using energy dispersive real-time x-ray reflectivity. It has been shown that structural properties of organic thin films consisting of chain-like molecules can be tuned significantly by varying the number of chain segments. While all three molecules align mostly in upright-standing geometry, longer molecules form more crystallites of lying-down molecules in the topmost region of the film.
Furthermore, films made of longer molecules exhibit faster roughening than films consisting of shorter molecules. This can be explained by the chain-length dependence of the downhill-transport rates during the growth. The amount of molecules diffusing from one layer into the next lower layer decreases with increasing chain-length of the molecules. Assuming that the thermal activation over the EhrlichSchwoebel barrier limits the downhill-transport probability during the later stages of the growth, 15, 50 we conclude from the derived downhill-transport rates that there must also be a chain-length dependence of the Ehrlich-Schwoebel barrier, with longer molecules having a higher energy barrier to overcome when diffusing from one layer into the next lower layer. This would be in agreement with simulations for several organic molecules performed by Goose et al. 17 Our results show that it is preferable to use shorter molecules for any application where a smooth interlayer is required and coexistence of two different molecular orientations (lying-down/upright-standing) has to be avoided.
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